Ford Edge 2011-2014
USB Media Hub Replacement

KIT COMPONENTS
• A) Auxiliary source input front panel • B) Auxiliary source input back

Product Info

AxxessInterfaces.com
1. Using a suitable tool pry off the media hub bezel. (1)
2. Slide the media hub out from the opening. (2)
3. Disconnect the (2) electrical connectors. (3 & 4)
4. Put the panel clips on the outer trim and snap it on to the inner housing.

1. Take the AXUSB-GM3 and run the cables through the inner housing until all slack is through and you can snap the AXUSB-GM3 into place.
2. Run all cables through the center console to the radio location and plug in desired connectors
3. Snap in the inner housing making sure the arrows are facing up.
4. Put the panel clips on the outer trim and snap it on to the inner housing.